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Vero Design wants to distinguish itself as a high quality 
manufacturer in the fireplaces sector. As a family 
business with its own production facilities in Belgium, 
we build unique fireplaces.
We want to continue to grow through our passion and 
years of experience in the branch. By using the best 
materials, Vero Design is able to offer a unique open 
hearth experience.
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GALA
©

Gala is a closed gas fireplace insert that offers an 
enormously wide range of possibilities. With eight 
variants in eight available sizes, this fireplace will 
suit any home.
A classic or concentric flue, natural gas or propane, 
deep black or anthracite, anti-reflective glass or a 
reflecting combustion chamber are just some of 
the options available for personalising the Gala.
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Features
- Fireplace connection
- Decorative material
- Glass
- Convection: heat recovery
- Safeties
- Remote control
Gala© model overview
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GALA© 4F, @ Private home, Belgium
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GALA© 5F @ Office group Heylen, Herentals, Belgium
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Custom GALA© @Private home, Antwerp, Belgium | Concept by TenarchitectsGALA© @pur.lokal Wintergarten, Chur, Swiss
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Custom Gala© @Private home, Antwerp, Belgium | Concept by BBSC Architects
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GALA©  Quadro 70 F @ Private home, St-Niklaas, Belgium
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GALA© Quadro 90F @ Private home, Brussels, Belgium
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Not what you were looking for? We also offer a wide variety of options for customized goods. Please contact 
us to discuss your idea!
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GALA© 2D @ Private home, Brescia, Italy
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GALA© 2D @ Private home, Brescia, Italy
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GALA© Quadro 90D @ Royal Theatre Carré, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

GALA© Quadro 90D @ Pulsa Bar & Lounge, Grischa - DAS Hotel Davos, Swiss
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Not what you were looking for? We also offer a wide variety of options for customized goods. Please contact 
us to discuss your idea!
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GALA© 7HL @ Private home, Belgium
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Not what you were looking for? We also offer a wide variety of options for customized goods. Please contact 
us to discuss your idea!
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Not what you were looking for? We also offer a wide variety of options for customized goods. Please contact 
us to discuss your idea!
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GALA© 4H2 @ Private home, Rome, Italy

Custom GALA© H2 @ Private home, Belgium
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GALA© 5H2 @ Private home, Milan, Italy
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Not what you were looking for? We also offer a wide variety of options for customized goods. Please contact 
us to discuss your idea!
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GALA© 6H3 @ Private home, Zürich, Swiss
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GALA© H3 @ Private home, Chur, Swiss
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Not what you were looking for? We also offer a wide variety of options for customized goods. Please contact 
us to discuss your idea!
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Fireplace connection

C31 - BalanCed 

Gala gas fires with a concentric flue connection are 
finished airtight. This means that they comply with 
the EPB objectives (Energy Performance and Interior 
Climate), just the solution for a new development or 
renovation project.
The concentric system, whereby two pipes are pushed 
into each other, creates an air supply that not only 
provides insulation, but also supplies combustion air. 
Smoke clearance is done through the inner tube.
In collaboration with Poujoulat, the DUOGAS system 
offers a potential energy saving of up to 15% per year.

B11 - ClassiC

Gala gas fires with a classic flue connection require an 
external supply of combustion air. Consequently the 
diameter of the flue gas exhaust remains limited, the 
ideal solution for renovations or new construction projects 
whereby the existing flue can be used.
Gala gas fires with a classic flue connection are fitted 
with a thermal cut-out protection in order to guarantee the 
safety and correct operation of the flue.
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White stones

Grey stones Ceramic Wood, ex. 1

Ceramic wood (with lava stones), ex. 2Lava stones, often used in combination with Ceramic wood (look at the right)

Features
 Decorative Material

stones

Experience a new feeling of natural flames with different 
decorative materials.
Cover the burner with white, grey or lava stones.

CeramiC wood

Enjoy a naturally looking log fire effect with ceramic log 
decorations and ember elements. Define the position of 
the log decoration yourself in order to create a unique 
flame picture.
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Glass

 Clearview anti-refleCtive glass

For the most beautiful result, we select Premium ceramic 
glass with an anti-reflective coating.
This coating reduces reflections from the surroundings 
by 99% and gives you a clear view of the combustion 
chamber. The Clearview glass also offers all the benefits 
of Premium ceramic glass.

 Premium CeramiC glass

Dit ultra-helder Premium keramisch glas wordt in elke 
gashaard voorzien. Het glas weerstaat extreem hoge 
temperaturen en temperatuurschokken en heeft een 
uitzonderlijke warmtedoorlaatbaarheid.

Rear walls

 steel rear wall

The inner walls of the Gala gas fire combustion chamber 
consist of flat high-grade steel and are finished with a 
heat-resistant paint.

 flame reflex rear wall

The Flame Reflex system gives more depth and volume 
to the fire. The reflecting Premium ceramic glass rear wall 
is available in a black or transparent variant.
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Features
Heat recovery

With closed Gala gas fires, handy use is made of two 
kinds of heat.
By using Premium ceramic glass, a pleasant form 
of direct heat, namely radiant heat (1) is emitted. 
The glass allows the infrared radiation to go straight 
through. Radiant heat is independent of air flows and 
consequently does not let dust circulate in the room.

Closed Gala gas fires are fitted with a convection casing 
(2) that circulates the room air and heats it up. The 
convection casing connection is not essential, but it offers 
an extra indirect form of heat.

Cold room air is sucked naturally around the combustion 
chamber (3) in the casing and then blown out again as 
hot air. The heated air in the room rises and as it cools 
down, it falls again and so is sucked through the fire once 
more.
This creates a hot air circulation in the room, thus heating 
up the surroundings more evenly.

Options air convection connection:
a) 2 inlets + 2 exhausts
b) No connection
c) 1 inlet + 1 exhaust
d) 1 inlet + 2 exhausts
e) 2 inlets + 1 exhaust
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CE Testing under the German label DVGW

Gasflexibel with secutity valve

Oxypilot

Safety Measures

Ce marking

Closed Gala gas fires are approved under German 
DVGW certification and consequently they comply with 
the most recent and most stringent European standards. 
An annual production audit guarantees the continuity of 
this certification.

eleCtroniCs and gas taP

This most modern control ensures that your safety is 
monitored.
The built-in safety measures are continuously read and 
measured, if only a slight deviation is detected, the main 
burner will be immediately switched off.

Pilot light system

The pilot light is the first to detect the combustion, it 
then controls the main burner. Only a stable and pure 
combustion in the pilot light allows the fire to be operated. 
It is your choice to work with a permanent or interrupted 
pilot light system.

flexiBle gas ConneCtor and stoP

With a flexible gas connector and accompanying socket, 
the fire can be connected easily and free of leaks to 
the natural gas network or a propane gas bottle. The 
gas socket also detects the ambient temperature, if the 
temperature is too high, the valve shuts the gas pipe off.

ttB
Gala with a classic flue is fitted with Thermal Cut-
out Protection (TTB). This additional safety measure 
assesses the working of the flue. With little or no draught 
in the flue, flue gases can enter the home, if these are 
detected the main burner is immediately switched 
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Features

Remote control

remote Control

A combination of new technology, a modern design and a 
simplified operation form the basis for the remote control. 
Each function is activated by touching the relevant 
symbol.
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C31 - BALANCED FLUE



Summary of Models
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B11 - CLASSIC FLUELLAA AA
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Summary of Models
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